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Abstract: This research paper deals with the proposal study of 

rain water harvesting for an incubation centre building under 

Bhopal smarty city development corporation limited present in 

Bhopal (M.P.) location. This study comprises of detailed 

methodology used for setting up the complete rain water 

harvesting setup to conserve the rain fall water for further use. In 

this study, a pilot project on rooftop rainwater harvesting (RWH) was under taken in Bhopal 

Smarty city Development Corporation limited. For completing this study under smart city 

development a detailed case study was performed to conclude the significance of rain water 

harvesting setup in betterment of green buildings.  
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INTRODUCTION 

India, as it relies upon on Monsoon for its rainfall, has a notably seasonal pattern of precipitation, 

with 50% of precipitation falling in only 15 days and over ninety percent of river flows in only 

four months. Additionally, India is presently in the early ranges of a profound demographic, 

social and economic transition. The share of the population that is city has doubled over the last 

thirty years (and is now about 30%); agriculture now a day only comprise of about 25% of GDP. 

Urbanization has led to concretization of large land. The paved pathways, roads and roofs all are 

impervious surfaces that don't permit the water to percolate in to the floor and additionally result 

in huge amount of typhoon water to waft and go to waste. If this water is stored and treated it 

may cater to half the demand of the metropolis. If this water is directed to the ground it can 

increase the water table and supply plenty of water in the summer time. The other vital factor is 

that loss of environmental considerations in city planning and production has caused blockading 

of herbal drainage system of the towns. This has especially occurred in our case instance i.e. 

Bhopal region in Madhya Pradesh of the Central India. 
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